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Lack of quality
gourmet products

Core of the problem

The main core of the problem is reflected into

the lack of quality gourmet products in the area

of Porto Alegre. There is not sufficient supply

for the demanded products. The risk might

occur, because prices tend to rise to a higher

equilibrium price and a lower quantity of goods.



Current scenario

The backbone of discussed problem is based on the

real scenario that this particular shop has already

operated in the market in Porto Alegre. The name of

the company is BANCA CENTRAL 54 offering

cheeses, curds, honey, breads, sausages, jams,

chestnuts, ready-made pasta, spices, jerky and

seeds. Business plan is primary focused on

relaunching this business in order to broaden brand

awareness and reach new business opportunities.



The main idea is supported by the parcial sollutions such as

adaptation of new brand strategy which highlights TRADITION

(1957) and QUALITY of the analyzed company via using new

forms of distribution channels.

To set up the
management 
of the brand

To relaunch

of the brand

Need of new organisational chart and responsible employees

is inseparable part of brand-new management of the brand.

Fundamental sollutions for stated problem

To deliver
high-quality

gourmet
products

2
1

3

Main idea is to deliver the high-quality gourmet products in

order to solve the stated problem.



Target
Description

Target customer are men and women, from 35 to 55 years old

with medium buying power. They preferably live in Porto Alegre or

close to the city. They prefer high-quality products because they

enjoy healthy and active lifestyle. At the same time, they know

how to use mobile applications. Moreover, they spend their time at

work or with family and friends. They are huge lovers of the

historical city centre.



Company logo Description Average price

Competitor analysis
Descriptions

It is a multifunctional space in Porto Alegre that
brings together gourmet products, cafeteria,
bakery, confectionery, restaurant with à la carte
dishes and emporium. It is operating online too.

This store is selling Uruguay through food and
the atmosphere as a whole. Their production is
by hand, and without chemical additives with
typical recipes from Rioplatean cuisine. It is
operating online too.

Banca 43 began its history as a fiambreria in
1949, located in the center of the public market
of Porto Alegre. It is operating online too.

47,84 R$/ KG

45,44 R$/ KG

42,14 R$/ KG



Competitor analysis
Perceptual mapping

Stores on public market of Porto 
Alegre

Tradition

Price affordability

BANCA 
CENTRAL 54 has 
comparative 
advantage taking 
into account price 
affordability and 
tradition. 



Porter‘s scheme
Analysis

Similar products operating in 
the general market such as 
the goods from butchers or 

premium lines sold in 
supermarkets. 

Banco Central 54 
has advantage 
because of its price 
affordability 
comparing other 
competitors.

Constantly new entrants that 
might affect business such as 
premium lines of supermarket 
product portfolio bringing new 
gourmet products.

Analysed
company can
keep its input

costs lower and 
enhance its

profits.



Market information
Porto Alegre Area

The Economy of Porto Alegre is the fastest
growing economy in Brazil and is currently
the country's 7th largest regional economy. 

The city of Porto Alegre has a population of 
approximately 1.4 million people (the
countries 12th largest).

Good
infrastructure

GREAT 
OPPORTUNITY

Future
investment



Brand strategy
Key values of the brand

ExclusivityTradition

AffordabilityQuality

Circle of the main values
represents the fundamental pillars
of the brand itself. 

But for a brand to be complete and 
substantial there’s an important
third “internal” aspect that every
business owner needs to address
before even thinking about
designing a logo and this are: 
BRAND VALUES which are for
BANCA CENTRAL 54 = 
Exclusivity, Tradition, Quality 
and Affordability 



S

TO

WStory
Quality
History 

Tradition
Exclusivity

Local products 
Presence on market

World financial crisis
Pandemic situation
Lack of local distributors
Power of substitutes
Competitor’s power
Volatile crisis
Business risk

Cost of material
Unknown among clients yet
Higher operational costs after relaunching

Finding niche on the market via gourmet sets
Expansion to other countries

Strong social media platforms
Mobile app and official website

Tasting Exhibition
Ambassadors
Transparency

Innovation

SWOT Analysis



Brand strategy moodboard
Transformation of logo

OLD COMPANY LOGO

NEW COMPANY LOGO

Transformation of logo is necessary when the 
company wants to highlight the brand identity. 
There is a swift from yellow colour to black and 
dark. This combination represents Exclusivity, 
Tradition, Quality and Affordability as the 
main values of the brand.

SINCE 1954



Brand strategy
Packaging

PACKAGING FOR SET OF MARMELADES

PACKAGING FOR HAM

SHOPPING BAG



Brand strategy
Physical shop moodboard

KEYWORDS:
BLACK COLOR

WOODEN MATERIAL
FRESHNESS

GOLDEN DETAILS
CALMNESS

ATTRACTION



Brand strategy
Ambassadors

Part of the planned brand

strategy is promotion via

ambassadors who will at 

the same time represent

our target client.

Ambassadors:

@rodaika

@lucianopotter



Pricing strategy

Product Current price / REAL
Additional 

margin New price / REAL

SALADA RUSSA 38,90 R$ / KG 10% 42,79 R$ / KG

TOMATE SECO 33,90 R$/ KG
10%

37,29 R$ / KG

MORTADELA COMUM 
DE FRANGO 10,90 R$/ KG

10%
11,99 R$ / KG

AMENDOIM - SALSA DE 
CEBOLA 23,50 R$/ KG

10%
25,85 R$ / KG

COCO CRISTALIZADO 68,50  R$/ KG
10%

75,35 R$ / KG

QUEIJO COLONIAL 
DUPLEX 32,90  R$/ KG

10%
36,19 R$ / KG

Current prices of the

products should be

increased by additional

margin 10% in order to 

generate higher revenue

and to cover the related

relaunching costs.

Prices are in Brazilian REAL but

will differ according to the country 

in which the shop operates.

AVERAGE PRICE = 38,24 R$/ KG



Sales strategy
Distribution channels

Presence at 
market place
The strongest 
traditional distribution 
channel, where 
BANCA CENTRAL 54 
operates from the 
early beginning.

Cathering
Providing cathering
options for whole 
clientele especially 
during the events.

Airport 
gourmet 
shop at Salgado 
Filho Airport

Last chance to buy 
traditional Porto 
Alegre gourmet 
specialties on the way 
back home from the 
side of tourist.

Become 
ONLINE
Launching mobile app 
and online website, 
where the target 
customers can easily 
shop.



Goal settings
Scenario for 3 years

1. Revenue goal

Predicted financial goal is gaining the increased  
revenue by 26% in 3 years and 51% in 5 years. 

2.  Sustainability goal ( Bio local distributors )

Sustainability goal is to strengthen the       
relationships with the local distributors in 
order to satisfy the needs of our final customers. 
It means the sold products become from local area.

3.   Strong and effective organisational structure

New structure will give employees more clarity, help manage
expectations, enable better decision-making and provide
consistency. Organizational charts also assign responsibility, 
organize workflow and make sure important tasks are completed
on time.It acts as a catalyst to meet workplace goals.



Financial scenario
For upcoming 3 years

Year 1 2 3

Revenue Goal 795 392 R$ 890 839,04 R$ 1 002 193,92 R$

Customer Base Goal 41 600 47 000 52 500

Product quality Net promoter score 7 Net promoter score 8 Net promoter score 10

Average margin in % 43 45 48

Operational Efficiency / 
Predicted profitability 342 019 R$ 400 878 R$ 481 053 R$

Key informations: 
Average Price: 38,24 R$/ KG

320 days opened in 1 year
Average sold kg daily: 65kg

NET PROMOTER SCORE DISCRIPTION: 



Goal settings
Scenario for 5 years

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

5%
12%

26%

38%

51%

1 2 3 4 5

PROSPERITY



Moonshot
Franchising worldwide

Moonshot in the future for BANCA CENTRAL 54 

is franchising worldwide. It might definitelly

increase its number of shops and gains additional

income.

The lower risk is related to other advantages of 

franchising that stem from being affiliated with a 

proven company. Beside this we are building

FAMOUS BRAND NAME.
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